Introduction
In this paper we shall derive an area theorem for conformal mappings onto a domain whose Fredholm eigenvalue is bounded from below. Furthermore [10] doi:10.5186/aasfm.1989.1412
and [19] ). Note that If(u.,) may be a real or a complex harmonic function. In the latter case the expression [VH(w))2 means ln"@)l' +1U,1w112. tet {9,Q),A,Q)}, (, : 7,2,...) be the orthonormal system of functions fulfilling on the boundary 0G of G. The functions gr(z) are analytic in the closure of G.
The functions O"(z) have a pole at infinity and are analytic for all finite z in the closure of G. This system of functions is introduced in [16] . The functions of this orthonormal system are closely related to mappings onto parallel slit domains. For example, O1(z) * 9{z) and §{r) -9{z) rnap G univalently onto parallel slit domains.
Besides (4), we need another main property of this system. If T(to) is an analytic function in the complement of /(G) for all mappings f (r) e »(G), then 
Derivation of an area theorem
The basic idea of the following investigations is taken from [13] . We consider a continuous function l/(to) defined by (11) Dl.r,+ ä(r -n)f ,e2i0l' = iO + n)211r,12 v=l v=\ holds for the coefr.cients I ,, 'y, (u 
In the next section we shall give some examples for Theorem 1'
Examples
Let G be the exterior of the unit circle and ?(ta): ur' In this case we write !(rc) instead of !(G, rc) (see also [13] and [17; p. 287 ff.])' Then (11) has the form (12) (lo,l + *0 -d)' +i,lr.,l2 < å(r + n)'.
The coefficients o, (u : 1',2, . . .) are given in (1). The same inequality was proved by L.V. Ahlfors in [2] for the mappings of the known class !(Q) where n and Q satisfy (13) .:3i1.
But our class !(rc) is much wider than »(a) (see [13] ). A better inequality for the class l(rc) than (12) , namely has been derived in ( 15) oo v:1 [13] . (14) and also (12) imply that (14) ( 16) Equality in (I2), (14) and (15) 
Furthermore, we need a modification of (7). Lettinl T(ur) : w, it is necessary to find a harmonic function in the annulus with the boundary values ll! -1).
Starting from the following expression with some unknown numbers sl/) .116 s!2) (u e Z)
,t') - [20] In what follows we will investigate for which mappings f (r) e D(G, ") equality holds in (11) .
We propose that for all mapping, f(r) e ! the function f (f @) - (19) . In the following step it is shown that f *(z) belongs to f,(rc). Defining a quasiconformal mappinS f*Q) of the whole plane by (20) f r, (r) circle. Hence By choosing 0:0 it is easy to see that equality in (19) holds for f-(r).Because of (20) 
It is easy to see that equality in (17) Proof. Denoting by SQ) a homeomorphic and conformal mapping of G* onto {w : R < lrl < llR}, we shall estimate the quotient of Dirichlet's integrals in (3) for the function ( sQ) + LlsQ), lf z e G*, (28), (29) and (30) On the other hand, equality in (17) and thus we get from ( 11) Erich Hoy "i rr,r' (4), (6) and (7) in [13] 3. In this paper the derived inequalities do not contain coefficients of some unknown (extremal) mappings unlike the area theorems in [6] and [7] . On the other hand, the area theorems in [6] and [7] are also sharp for multiply connected domains G. This illustrates the shortcoming of the area theorem in Section 2. A common property of these area theorems in [6] , [7] and in this paper is, however, that the area theorem for mappings /(z) € »(G) (see [16; 
